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keep themselves aloof from the main currents of Indian
politics and that their willing co-operation is necessary
to enhance India's status in the British Commonwealth.
The trend of events in the last quarter of a century has shown
that neither British India nor the Indian States can prosper
without mutual aid. By sharing the responsibilities of
the future government of India with Indian representatives
of British India, the Princes will doubtless make the bond
of co-operation more intimate and vital and will greatly
assist in the revival of India's cultural aristocracy.
At the beginning of the century, Lord Curzon described
the Indian Princes " as partners in the British administra-
tion of India/' He writes :
" As time passes they will be less and less sleeping
partners, and more and more joint managers of that mighty
estate.    But, equally with the British Governors, will they
have to make up their minds as to their attitude and to
take their stand.    A number of Philippe Egalites in India
might place the princely structure in India in grave peril." 1
To-day the Princes are invited to be partners in a common
enterprise.   Their partnership is desired by the Imperial
Government for the creation of a permanently conservative
Central Legislature and for the support of Imperial interests.
As we have seen,  the Act itself amply  safeguards the
position of the Princes in every important respect within
the  Federal sphere,  and  in  matters  not  ceded to  the
Federation their relations will be with the Crown.   All this is
to the good ;  but it would be unwise to put so much em-
phasis on the slogan that the main purpose of affiliating the
States with the Federation is to allow " Indian autocracy to
check Indian democracy/'    It is an entirely wrong assump-
tion that the Princes' support may be used to defeat Indian
Nationalism and that they will not be influenced by a steady
infiltration of democratic ideas across the frontiers between
British  India  and their own  States.   What we should
1" British Government in India/1 by Lord Curzon of Kedleston, 1925.

